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RURAL QUEBEC, CANADA

Looking after 2 cats

House & Rural Property for 3.5 months of winter

MONTREAL CITY, CANADA

Looking after 1 rescue cat

Apartment in winter at -23c

"My husband and I had Natalie and Jodie house sit and look after our 
2 cats this past Winter for 3.5 months.  We've had many house sitters 
in the past who were good, but Natalie and Jodie surpassed all our 
expectations. 

Not only did they keep our cats happy and healthy, they kept our 
house in lovely order.  They took care of any and all problems that 
arose, from turning on the generator when the power failed to 
shovelling tons of snow from the end of the driveway, to starting our 
old pickup for us monthly.

We returned home to two very content cats, a wonderfully clean 
home, walkway, garage, and a delicious homemade meal.

We would highly recommend Natalie and Jodie to anyone who wants 
to spend a carefree time away from home.”

Brian and Sharon

“Natalie and Jodie are just adorable, the best to take care of your 
house and/or non-human children. Since the first email we got from 
them, we felt their love for pets. After we read some of their 
references, and about their international House Sitting Academy, we 

realized that they are professionals with tons of experience worldwide. 

Honestly, we felt lucky that they answer to our post.  After our first Skype 
conference, we felt we could become very good friends. The day Yunus 
–our cat-, met them he felt an instant connection. He started following 
them around, playing and he even sleeping with them. 

Natalie and Jodie are clean, responsible, caring and easy to adapt to 
any city, country or weather.  They are the best people to take care of 
your non-human children.”

Jose & Erika



GUANAJUATO, MEXICO

Looking after 2 Rescue Dogs

Large House for 4.5 months 

“My 2 dogs, and the neighbours dog that spends each day with us, LOVED Nat & Jodie!

Nat and Jodie spent 4 months at our 3 storey house and casita in Guanajuato Mexico from April - August 2017, 
while we went back to Germany.

Their duties included 3 daily walks up in to the Sierra Mountains, no mean feat at altitude! But they tackled it with 
enthusiasm and our very active dogs really appreciated it. 

Nat & Jodie are professionals, no doubt. Their extensive experience and involvement in the house sitting 
community is evident in everything they do. They way they handled our communications, before and during our 
time away, the way they handled the dogs, and took care of everything, including managing our house keeper. 

Life in Mexico is never easy. So many things can and do go wrong, but they handled everything very easily and 
without fuss. They kept in touch and let us know everything that was important.

They even had challenges with finding abandoned puppies, a very common event in the mountains near our 
place unfortunately. They took in the puppies so they did not die and made immediately arrangements for their 
care at the local vet and even paid for their care until they were adopted. To me that speaks volumes about the 
type of animal loving and caring people they are.   

I had no hesitation in asking the girls back in 2018 even before we got back home from this time away. 
Unfortunately they could not make it, but they went out of their way to help us find some great sitters for next 5 
months away. Their network of quality sitters has put our mind at peace knowing we will have more experienced 
sitters available when we need them. 

I could not recommend Nat and Jodie more highly to any home owner. They are the epitome of professionalism, 
but more than that, just really good people who really do care and take pride in everything they do. I wish them 
well on their journeys and they are welcome back here anytime… even just to visit.” 

Susi & Hans

CARLSBAD, SAN DIEGO, USA

Looking after 2 Rescue Dogs

House for 2 weeks 



“We had the honor of Nat and Jodie staying in our San Diego home and watching our fuzzy babies while 

we traveled abroad. We vacation often for 2 weeks at a time and have no children. Leaving our fuzzy kids 

is tough, especially leaving them with someone you've never met. I've been picking sitters now for almost 

10 years. The task is never easy when looking for someone to care for your animals almost as much as 

you do. To care for your house as much as they would for themselves. To trust and to be at ease when 

leaving is no easy task. I have had really great sitters and have had really bad ones. 

When Nat and Jodie inquired about my House/Pet sitting Post, I knew they were the ones. The very first 

thing I noticed about them like no other sitter is that they are an open book. They tell you everything in their 

message, their profile, all their many references and their social media. They lay it all out for you to see 

who they are, where they are, where they've been and all the wonderful animals they have taken care of. 

Huge, to me. When we got in touch it was like they were old friends. We emailed, we Zoomed (Face Timed) 

a couple of times. They had many questions and answers. It was a no brainer. 

We weren't able to meet them due to us leaving earlier than they arrived but the transition was still smooth. 

My good friend greeted them and told me they immediately got on the floor with the pups. My friend loved 

them, as well, and let me know that they were definitely in good hands. We kept in touch here and there via 

What's App. Sending updates, pics, videos etc.. Nothing better to be half across the world knowing your 

most beloved possessions are in amazing hands.

Nat and Jodie greeted us upon our return. It was so nice to finally meet them face to face. We chatted a bit 

and then they were off to their next destination, after amazing hugs goodbye btw. I must add, they took full 

responsibility of their travels coming and going. We only did train pick up and drop off.  As we began to 

unwind from our long journey back I noticed something. The house was immaculate. It was cleaner than we 

left it. I couldn't find one thing wrong, broken, missing, even moved! It was like we never left, in a good way. 

Our backyard received some major love, as well. It was mowed, raked, swept and watered! It looked pristine. 

What a treat! The pups were happy and in great shape and to be honest, really missed the girls. 

I would highly recommend Nat and Jodie. Not only are they the depiction of Professional Housesitting, they 

are lovely couple who I hope to see again real soon. Your house, car, pets will be in very trusting hands. 

Responsible, caring, solid people that I would like to call my friends. 

I am more than happy to chat with anyone with questions.”

Shannon Foley



BONOGIN, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA

Looking after 2 cats

House for 6 weeks 

Reference coming soon. 


